RCA-enhanced protein detection arrays.
There are many instances in which it is desirable to generate profiles of the relative abundance of a multiplicity of protein species. Examples include studies in embryonic development, immunobiology, drug responses, cancer biology, biomarkers, and so on. Microarray formats provide a convenient, high-throughput vehicle for generating such profiles, and the repertoire of proteins that can be measured is growing continuously as larger panels of specific antibodies become available. Here we describe methods for the use of antibody microarrays, whereby the detection of specifically bound antigens is enhanced by rolling circle amplification (RCA). RCA-enhanced protein detection on antibody microarrays provides a means for rapid protein profiling at high sensitivity. The set of RCA reagents remains unchanged for different microarray formats and compositions, and signal readout is performed using standard fluorescent dyes and scanners. The method is sensitive enough for the most challenging applications, such as the detection of low-abundance components of human serum.